
The Perfect Curriculum:
Is it achievable and what would it look like?



Our purpose is to explore and share some thought provoking evidence 
and opinion to help us consider whether a perfect curriculum is 
possible.

More importantly than just this theoretical question however, we hope 
the content of today’s presentation and debate will help to shape your 
thinking, enabling you to provide, deliver and sustain a curriculum with 
a clear structure and narrative of progression for all learners in your 
context.

Ofsted Voices In practice

Aims:



Evidence can be contradictory, we can pick and choose. Power is in the detail.

Before we begin…



Context
*Ofsted are consulting on a new framework which encourages schools to have ownership (Intent, 
Implementation, Impact) of their Curriculum. They have seen evidence of all 3 but not necessarily all 
together in their research.

*There has been a polarisation in the debate around curriculum (a common theme in the UK at 
present) and the media is often a platform to ‘ignite fires’ of polarising and controversial opinion.

*Knowledge has been pitted against skills and the Gove era polarised this further. Perhaps 
professionally the backlash was more political than considered debate around the curriculum issues at 
stake. 2013; ‘vapid happy talk’ and ‘stock of knowledge’ ‘the accumulation of cultural capital - the 
acquisition of knowledge - is the key to social mobility’

*The ‘next big thing’ or ‘silver bullet’ or ‘buzz term’ can unsettle, confuse, bewilder and de stabilize 
schools (especially those under pressure due to outcomes). 

*Twitter, whilst great in many ways can also lead to a feeling of not being up to speed or only having 
half the picture. You can’t read everything and we shouldn’t be ashamed of this!



Ofsted and the Curriculum
*Ofsted will not be seen as ‘flying the flag’ for a particular approach to curriculum and specifically not to 
be polarising opinion;
‘an unnecessary and divisive debate has emerged in some quarters that creates a false dichotomy 
between skills on the one hand and knowledge on the other. And suggests that we and pupils and schools 
have to choose between skills or knowledge. This is absolutely not the case. We know that skills and 
knowledge are intimately connected.’ Matthew Purves, Deputy Director, Schools – Ofsted

*No one size fits all;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSeZnsK-
23o&list=PLLqzBnUkspPXjODb3PJ4gCqNc2LvfhSh&index=9&t=0s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSeZnsK-23o&list=PLLqzBnUkspPXjODb3PJ4gCqNc2LvfhSh&index=9&t=0s


Ofsted and the Curriculum

‘Our evaluation of the quality of a school’s curriculum will reflect the quality of their practice, rather than 
their ability to use the ‘right’ curriculum language. Indeed we have also shown, through the third phase of 
our curriculum research, that we can quite quickly distinguish between those who have a genuinely good 
curriculum, implemented well across a school, and those who simply talk a good game.’

Amanda Spielman

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/commentary-on-curriculum-research-phase-3


‘There are three aspects to curriculum coherence. The first is national, the second is at school level 
and the third, where the real work is, is at classroom level. This is where it will have greatest impact 
for pupils.’

Mary Myatt (The Curriculum: Gallimaufry to coherence)

Voices: Structure



Voices: Structure

Bauersfeld, 1979, Three levels of curriculum;

Intended: the matter meant

Implemented: the matter taught

Achieved (enacted): the matter learnt

Wiliam suggests that at the achieved level the curriculum is pedagogy
Dylan Wiliam Setting the Scene: principles of curriculum design



Voices: Structure

Intended: the matter meant          What needs to be in your school curriculum (curriculum)?

Implemented: the matter taught          How should it be taught (teaching)? 

Achieved (enacted): the matter learnt          How do you know it has been learnt (assessment)?



Voices: Knowledge and skills 

Michael Young

The main purpose of schools is to provide access to knowledge for all pupils that takes them beyond their experience.

The Curriculum and the entitlement to knowledge, 2014
What is powerful knowledge? The idea of ‘powerful knowledge’ starts by making two assumptions. (i) that there is 
‘better knowledge’ in every field, and (ii) that at the root of all decisions about knowledge in the curriculum is the idea 
of differentiation; that there are different types of knowledge. For any thinking about the curriculum, the most basic 
distinction is between school or curriculum knowledge and the everyday knowledge or experience that pupils bring to 
school. It is not that one is ‘good’ and the other is ‘bad’. It is that they have different structures and different purposes. 
Curriculum (or subject) knowledge is context independent unlike the knowledge based on experience that pupils bring 
to school and is tied to the contexts in which people live and in which it is acquired. 
The curriculum is a resource for charting the teacher’s and the school’s and a country’s goals- what is valued that it is 
important that all pupils have access to. 



John White

The main aim of schools is to provide human flourishing.

Towards an Aims led curriculum
We see this now in terms of chunks of subject matter, each neatly separated from others, each divided into 
conventional sub-chunks: historical periods, branches of mathematics, areas of science. Taken as a whole, these 
provide a comprehensive induction into the whole gamut of intellectual culture. We take this way of thinking for 
granted. But should we? It’s hard to think of any good reason. I’m not denying that some understanding of science, 
history and geography is an essential part of schooling. The crucial issue is the starting place. If you begin from whole-
person aims, it’s not difficult to show that to lead a flourishing personal and civic life you need a good grasp of the 
world around you. But this isn’t where we usually begin. We start from chunks, from subjects.
Equipping young people for a fulfilling life is many-sided. Without appropriate personal qualities they won’t get very 
far. 

Voices: Knowledge and skills 



Daniel Willingham: Reply to a blog post 
Thanks very much for this post. Let me emphasize two things

1) to be fair to my critics, I see where they are coming from–I do talk about knowledge more than skills. I do so not 
because I think knowledge is more important, but because I virtually never run into someone who thinks that it’s a 
good idea to memorize a list of facts. . .but I frequently run into people who think that one can learn skills absent 
factual knowledge. I’ve often said that if I thought beliefs about knowledge/skills were the opposite of what they 
seem to be, I’d be carping about the need for cognitive skill.

2) you’re absolutely right that what I’m saying is not new. It’s the stuff I was teaching to undergraduates in my 
Introduction to Cognition course for years, and I was quite surprised that this was not old stuff to every teacher. I 
later found that it *was* old stuff to experienced teachers–but novices often had not learned it during their 
training

Voices: Knowledge and skills 



Voices: Social 

‘There is an important democratic debate to be had about who decides what students learn about and where teachers’ 
expertise and values come into play. I think all teachers should develop an understanding of where their curriculum comes 
from and, wherever possible, contribute to the debate about what is in it.’

‘There are those who worry about core knowledge thinking for fear that it amounts to a form of social control…That’s 
clearly a danger – but what’s the alternative? Surely the best we can do for our students is to ensure that they have access 
to the cultural capital of the elites that have the power to shape lives – not deny them access…What we also need to do 
however, is to make sure they have the tools to ask questions and to have their voices heard…’

Tom Sherrington: The Learning Rainforest



In practice

Examples of some school policy and strategy around curriculum.

How do these voices translate in to practical examples from actual real life schools?



University of Cambridge Primary School Learning and Curriculum Strategy



Huntington Teaching and Learning Curriculum Model



Cottenham Primary School



Durrington School



In those examples you will have seen:

*Content you agree with

*Content you have questions about

*Content you would like to see more evidence for, or that challenges your current thinking

Engaging in debate within your school should be crucial to shaping your own curriculum.

All of them will only be effective if all stakeholders understand and implement them consistently and to the best of their 
ability.

In practice



Devise a curriculum plan 
for English at KS2…

In practice



In practice

*Would they all look the same?
*How we would have approached it?
*Who would we have used to support and develop it?
*How would we have critiqued it?
*What resources would we have used?



In practice



In practice



Implementation would be essential for ensuring the Curriculum vision became a reality.

Dylan William: ‘Everything works somewhere, and nothing 
works everywhere, which is why in education, the right 
questions is ‘Under what conditions does this work?’

In practice



The perfect curriculum would;

*have a clear structure and narrative (an over-arching vision) with clear thought around subject specific content

*have a clear implementation plan 

*combine skills, knowledge and understanding and apply them to the context of the individual setting and it’s wider 
community (local and beyond)

*encourage questioning and critical thinking which demonstrates understanding of the individual as a learner (meta 
cognition)

*be open to challenge, debate and review in order to sustain it’s relevance to and mastery of the modern world 
(responsive to new evidence and changes in context but not reactive to ‘the latest thing’)

*be underpinned by good teaching practice (subject knowledge and effective delivery of this knowledge)

*sit within a school system which promotes the above as a vehicle towards success

In conclusion



The perfect curriculum would be:

• Balanced
• Rigorous
• Coherent
• Sequential and cumulative
• Appropriate
• Focused
• Relevant

• But not the same in all schools…

In conclusion



Final thoughts for discussion after break:

Does perfect mean different things in different contexts? (and is that ok?)

What emphasis should be placed on teacher ability to deliver, rather than just ‘the curriculum’?

Is it achievable?

What is essential to its effective implementation?

What are the limitations we need to be aware of?

Does the political nature of education in the UK hold us back?

What excites us moving forwards and what are the challenges?

Debate and Discuss



Rebecca Pentney
lead.ecambsresearchschool@gmail.com

Twitter: @ECambsFenlandRS
Website: 

https://researchschool.org.uk/cambsandfens/ 
(sign up to our newsletter here)


